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PROSPECTUS

20. New Year’s BUTTERFLY CUP
Sponsor of the tournament:
PROVINCIAL DEPARTMENT OF SPORTS AND YOUTH
1. Table Tenis Association of Vojvodina is organising New Year’s Butterfly
CUP 17 on 16-17. December 2017, in the small venue of Sports and business
center (SPC) “Vojvodina”, Novi Sad, Sutjeska 2 (SPENS).
Time schedule :
16.12.2017.
09.00-19.00h

Cadets up to 10 and 14 years old
“Round Robin” system in groups and main draw

Qualifications are played by “ Round Robin” system in groups, and all players are
playing groups (best of five). First and second place players in groups continues
playing on main draw (First place directly on main draw, and second place will be
drawn on main draw). After participants have applied, the organizer will set the
number of groups and number of participants in groups.
The main draw of the tournament is played by the KNOCK OUT system.
17.12.2017.year

Cadets up to 12 years and juniors up to 17 years old

09,00 –19,00 h

“Round Robin” system in groups and main draw

Qualifications are played by “ Round Robin” system in groups, and all players are
playing groups (best of five). First and second place players in groups continues
playing on main draw (First place directly on main draw, and second place will be
drawn on main draw)..
After participants have applied, the organizer will set the number of groups and
number of participants in groups.
The main draw of the tournament is played by the KNOCK OUT system.

2. The tournament is played by following categories:
Cadets up to 10 years old,
Cadets up to 12 years old,
Cadets up to 14 years old,
Juniors up to 17 years old,
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born until
born until
born until

01. 01. 2007.
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and after
and after
and after
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in both boys and girls category, with the right to participate in one of the
adequate age categories, based on the date of birth, in one day.
3. The tournament will be played on 16 TIBHAR tables and with Butterfly
G40 + balls.
4. Deliver the applications with specifically highlighted date of birth, on the
address of Table Tennis Association of Vojvodina, on specified entry form
The deadline for entry is 08.12.2017.
The draw of tournament will be organized on 12.12.2017. at 14h.
5. Accommodation can be booked at City Hostel for 10 euros per person.
Accommodation is located near the hall, at a distance of 300 meters.
www.cityhostel.rs Contact: +381 63 505 575
6. The entry fee is 10 EURO for each player in one category and should be paid
on STSV account:
SWIFT –DBDBRSBG
Banca Intesa AD, Beograd
MIlentija Popovica 7 B,
Beograd, Republika Srbija
Beneficiary :
IBAN - /RS35160005087002506549
“Stonoteniski Savez Vojvodine“ Novi Sad
Masarikova 25
Novi Sad
Republic of Serbia
Each player gets a special gift from the organizer.
7. The winners in all categories get trophies, the highest ranged receive medals
and appropriate gifts in sports equipment from the official sponsor.
8. Referee of TTA of Vojvodina:
Ms. Milana Mitrić-Ašković
General table tennis rules are to be applied for everything that has not been
specifically pointed out in these rules.
TK STSV

